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180 Degrees exists to provide nonprofits with
advice, future leaders with training and
development, and vulnerable communities with more
effective charity. 180 Degrees provides socially
conscious organizations around the world with high
quality, affordable consulting services. We work
with organizations to develop innovative,
practical and sustainable solutions to whatever
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are developing a generation of future leaders
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WHAT IS
180 DEGREES?

OUR MISSION
We exist to provide non-profits with advice, future leaders with training and development, and vulnerable communities with more effective charity.

In the US alone, the non-profit sector spends $1.5 trillion each year

180 Degrees has grown from a single branch in Sydney to having 81

supporting the most vulnerable members of our global community. Last

branches at top universities in 33 countries around the world. In the past

year the sector accounted for 5% of US GDP, and employed 10% of the

year alone we have trained over 5000 future leaders, and completed over

US labor force.

800 consulting engagements.

There are 10 million non-profits around the world that each year

The success of the 180 model speaks for itself. 96.8% of our past clients

work to feed, clothe, heal and support the disempowered and

would recommend working with 180 Degrees to similar organizations.

disenfranchised. And yet less than 1% of the non-profit sector has
access to high-quality affordable strategic and operational advice.

We do what we do because we believe in effective charity, and because we
believe in developing the next generation of social impact leaders.

Over the last few years 180 Degrees has provided over $100 million

If you’re reading this, it’s because we want you to help us expand the reach

worth of consulting services, trained 12,000 socially conscious future

of our impact even further.

leaders, and undertaken 2.6 million hours of consulting to help 1829
non-profits.
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OUR IMPACT MODEL
How does 180 Degrees make a difference?

1. Consultants: We carefully recruit top university students from
around the world, and then provide them with professional training
and personal mentoring so that they develop as future leaders.
2. Charities: Thousands of charities apply for consulting services. As
part of this process, they specify how they would like help and the
major challenges they are facing. These challenges range from how to
expand programs, to how to become financially sustainable, to how to
measure social impact, to how to reduce inefficiencies.
3. Matching: We then match top university talent with non-profits
based on their expertise, qualifications, interests, abilities, knowledge,
and geographic location.

4. Consulting: Our teams then analyze the specific challenges the
organizations are facing, and develop in-depth practical solutions to
those challenges. This consulting process is carefully managed to
ensure quality control – from developing project briefs, to signing
contracts, to tracking consultant progress, to giving consultants access
to the best resources, to ensuring timely and quality completion of
work, to ensuring the work is useful and has a tangible impact.
5. Feedback: We collect in-depth feedback from every consultant and
every client so we know we are making a difference and so we can keep
improving.

Our impact is twofold: MORE EFFECTIVE CHARITY and LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT in social justice causes
for the world’s most talented future leaders.

OUR STRUCTURE
How does 180 Degrees operate?

OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE
We operate as a social franchise, with 81 branches (franchisees). All
scalable functions and processes (such as data analysis, impact
measurement, and resource sharing) are done centrally to reduce
duplication and costs, and to ensure quality control. Non-scalable
functions and processes are done in a decentralized way by the local
180 Degrees branches around the world.

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
In order for us to be financially sustainable, we ask each of our clients
to contribute a small amount for each project. This amount is
determined based on the specific organization’s capacity to pay, so
that we can work with any non-profit regardless of their financial
situation. Collecting contributions ensures that the clients we work
with value our services and do not just want the services because they
are free. As such, this increases rather than decreases our social
impact. The revenue from each consulting project is split 50:50
between 180 Degrees Consulting and the 180 Degrees branch that
undertook the consulting project.

This model enables rapid scaling, quality control,
operational efficiency, and financial sustainability.

OUR
GROWTH

FACTS & FIGURES
We are already, by many measures, the world’s largest social impact consultancy.
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WHERE WE WORK
180 Degrees is a truly global organization.
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OUR
CONSULTANTS

OUR CONSULTANTS
All of our consultants are promising future leaders. Through their involvement with 180 Degrees, they receive training and mentoring, develop as leaders, learn
transferable skills, become engaged citizens in their communities, learn about the challenges facing the social sector, and make a significant difference to the
lives of others.

GLOBAL REACH

POST GRADUATES

We recruit and train at 81 of the world’s
leading universities.

81

4.1% of our consultants are presently
undertaking a PhD.

4.1%

CAREFULLY SELECTED
We select approximately 15% of applicants to
become volunteer consultants. Selection is based on
leadership potential, ability, and social focus.

GENDER DIVERSITY
53% of our volunteers are women. We
proactively encourage female leadership.

THE BEST AND BRIGHTEST
The average GPA of our consultants is 3.7.

MASTERS LEVEL

15%

27%

27% of our consultants are undertaking a
masters degree. Many are MBA students.

CAREER IMPACT

53%

92%

3.7

12K

The vast majority of our consultants go on
to become social entrepreneurs or leaders
firmly committed to social impact.

A LIFELONG IMPACT
We’ve trained 12,000 consultants so far. Many
go onto change their career trajectory because
of their experience. This is an impact that is felt
over 50+ years.
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CASE STUDY: ANA ALVAREZ
Ana is only one of the 12,000 consultants whose lives have changed as a result of 180 Degrees

“When I was accepted as a 180 Degrees Consultant, it changed
my life. It introduced me to real change makers, and inspired me
to become one myself.
Because of 180 Degrees I decided not to pursue a career in
investment banking but to instead found a charity called
Migration Hub. Migration Hub is an incubator and co-working
space exclusively for entrepreneurs working to solve issues
around migration and inclusion.
Not only did 180 Degrees inspire Migration Hub, but 180
Degrees then consulted for Migration Hub and helped Migration
Hub to expand around the world so that we can help more
refugees in need, and make a difference in more local
communities.”
- Ana Alvarez
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OUR
CLIENTS

OUR CLIENTS
We’ve worked with thousands of non-profit organizations, including many of the world’s most recognizable brands.
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OUR FOCUS AREAS
We work primarily with non-profits that are focused on the following four areas:

EDUCATION
Because we believe that every child should have access to high-quality education
regardless of where they are born and regardless of the wealth of their parents.

HEALTH
Because living with good health enables people to live with dignity and to be active citizens.

POVERTY ALLEVIATION
Because we believe that eliminating poverty and homelessness is not an elusive dream but a
realistic goal that can be achieved with the right approaches and smart solutions.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
Because we believe we have a duty to protect our natural environment for future generations.
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CASE STUDY:
APP CAMPS
A non-profit empowering girls through computer science and
coding.

App Camps approached 180 Degrees because they wanted to
expand, but didn’t know where they should expand to or how
they could get the money for expansion.
180 Degrees conducted in-depth analysis of a large number of
different expansion possibilities to determine which option would
have the greatest long-term positive impact (taking into account
differing costs, availability of alternative services, and the degree
of community disadvantage).
It turned out that some growth strategies would have more than
ten times the social impact of other growth strategies. To make

THE RESULTS:

the newly developed expansion strategy a reality, 180 Degrees

As a result of the work of 180 Degrees, an additional

then helped App Camps to secure an additional $350,000 in

15,000 disadvantaged girls across four countries will now

funding.

be able to receive coding training. This will reduce their
disadvantage, empower them, and improve their career
prospects.

CASE STUDY: ESSENTIAL
NEED
A non-profit dedicated to ending extreme global poverty by
ensuring every child has access to the ‘essential needs’. As their
first target, Essential Need aims to help solve water poverty.

180 Degrees worked with Essential Need to develop their
outreach and communications strategy, and then helped
Essential Need to implement this strategy.
With the help of 180 Degrees, Essential Need was able to
increase its network of members from 2500 to over 40,000
people. It is estimated that the work of 180 Degrees has resulted
in an additional 70,000-90,000 days of clean water being
provided through UNICEF’s water purification program.

IN THEIR WORDS:
"180 Degrees Consulting has definitely added enormous value
to Essential Need. The level of expertise was very high. Well
done for creating such an amazing organisation where every
member is contributing to making the world a better place for
all of us to live in.”

– Rex Haremi (Founder and CEO, Essential Need)

OUR
TEAM

OUR TEAM
Crucial to our scalability is the way we leverage technology to keep management costs low, while retaining quality control over every aspect of our operations.

CEO / Chairman

Executive Director

Regional Teams

Asia Pacific

Americas

Financial Team

Partnerships

IT Development

Administrative

Consulting Team

Team

Human Resources

Knowledge Management

Services

EMEA
Legal
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KEY CONTACTS
Get in touch with any of our senior executives, for more information on supporting our organisation.

NAT WARE

ED MILLER

SPANDANA SINGH

Founder & CEO

Global Executive Director

Chief Partnerships Officer

nware@180dc.org

emiller@180dc.org

ssingh@180dc.org

-

Rhodes Scholar

-

World Debating Champion

-

Public Policy Fellow at Twitter

-

Top Oxford MBA Student

-

Asia-Pacific Debating Champion

-

Co-Founder of Sira Corporation

-

Best All-Rounder and Top Academic Student at
Sydney University (Convocation Medal and
University Medal)

-

Awarded the Top Scholarship at Sydney University
(The Deans Undergraduate Scholarship)

-

Former Consultant at UNICEF and World Bank
Group

-

-

Visiting Fellow in Social Entrepreneurship at
Princeton

Speechwriter, Former Deputy Australian Prime
Minister

-

World Economic Forum Global Shaper
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OUR
IMPACT

WE CHANGE LIVES, AND IMPROVE CHARITIES.
Our impact is two-fold: training and developing the next generation of leaders, and helping charities reach their potential.

WE HELP CHARITIES TO:

WE HELP FUTURE LEADERS TO:

Expand to new geographical areas and markets.

Develop critical thinking and problem solving skills.

Measure their social impact, and be data driven in decision making.

Access highly leveraged volunteer opportunities.

Improve their fundraising capabilities, to improve their results.

Access mentoring and professional development from industry leaders.

Identify and reduce unnecessary costs so that money travels further.

Gain work experience and networks in the social sector.

Identify and implement global best practice.

Receive leadership and management training to run local teams and
branches.

Help solve operational challenges with innovative strategies to
achieve their aims.

Apply their academic interests in a practical, real-world environment.

Improve branding and marketing to reach a wider audience.
Recruit, train and retain volunteers.

96.8% of our past clients would recommend us to similar
organizations.

Learn about the challenges facing non-profits and social enterprises.
Develop their creativity, confidence and interpersonal skills.

Close to 20% of our highly talented consultants report
changing their entire career trajectory to be more impact
focused after consulting for 180 Degrees. That’s a lifetime of
impact, multiplied by thousands.
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MEASURING OUR IMPACT: $100M +
We rigorously measure everything we do at 180 Degrees, so that we are maximizing our own impact – as well as others’.
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INPUT VALUATION
We multiply the number of volunteer
hours (2.6 million) by an estimate of the
value of labour time ($30). This gives
$78m in value provided to date.

OUTCOME VALUATION
We quantify the improvements in the social

1

3

4

CLIENT VALUATION:
We ask every client, after every project:
“Given what you now know, what is the
maximum amount you would hypothetically
be willing to forgo in donations to receive
such service?” This gives $109.4m in value
provided to date.

outcomes of our clients at 6 and 18 months.
This gives $118.6m in value provided to date.

STUDENT VALUATION
We track our consultants and alumni, to
see whether 180 has had an impact on
their lives. 20% report a career change,
while those already socially focused
report 180 as being the most valuable
skills-development experience they
have ever had.
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OUR
UNIQUENESS
We are the only consulting entity that has managed to
achieve (a) high-quality, (b) extreme affordability, and (c)
scalability.

COMPARISON TO ALTERNATIVES
Existing services are too expensive, lack quality and/or can’t operate at scale.

2

1

Purely virtual consulting platforms (such as Taproot and
Catch-a-fire) have significant problems:
-

3

4

Individualized not team based
More volunteer labor than consulting
Virtual rather than in-person
No mentoring and training
Not very selective
Lack of social enjoyment to attract talent
Lack of social pressure for consultants to perform
Not the added social impact of changing career trajectories
Less buy-in from clients as no contribution is made

We attract, develop and retain greater talent, and in so doing
provide better services.
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OUR
FUTURE

STRATEGIC PLAN
We have successfully completed the pilot and Stage 1, and have just started Stage 2.

✔

PILOT (Pre 2014):
-

Thoroughly Test Demand, Social Impact & Business Model

STAGE 1 (2014-2016):

✔

-

Build Custom Management Platform called Compass
Grow to Over 75 Branches and Over 750 Consulting Projects Per Year
Develop a Suite of Tools, Resources and Services to Assist Branches and Consultants
Begin to have Full-Time Staff

STAGE 2 (2016-2017):
-

Scale to Dominate the University Market
Improve the Management Platform (Functionality and UX)
Expand the Full-Time Team

STAGE 3 (2018-2020):
-

Expand into New Talent Pools (Retirees, Young Professionals, Veterans, etc.)
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GROWTH TRAJECTORY
We have grown rapidly in the past two years, and that rapid growth will continue.
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GROWTH PLAUSIBILITY
Our projected growth trajectory is justifiable because our operations are very scalable, there is substantial demand for consulting services, and there are
sizeable untapped talent pools to draw consultants from.

DEMAND SIDE

SUPPLY SIDE

- Have 3x more applications from non-profits
than what we can currently accommodate

-

Have 8x more applications to start new
branches than what we’re accepting

- Over 10 million non-profits worldwide

-

16,000 universities around the world that
provide natural hubs for future branches.
Even with 1000 branches this would only
be 1 in 16 universities.

-

Other big talent pools to tap into, including
retirees, young professionals and veterans.

OPERATIONS
-

Very scalable model

-

Purely organic growth so far ($0 spent on marketing)
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“THERE ARE ENOUGH CHARITIES TO
SOLVE THE WORLD’S PROBLEMS.
THEY JUST NEED A HAND TO REACH
THEIR POTENTIAL.”

WORK WITH US TO
SCALE OUR IMPACT.
180 Degrees Consulting
Contact us:

Follow us on:

+1 628 252 9109 (USA)

facebook.com/180DegreesConsulting

+61 404 344 965 (Australia)

@180DCGlobal

info@180dc.org

www.180dc.org

